Production Class: Strive for the Divation of Fifteenth Century Dramas

McGowan, Noyes
Cited at Chapel: Deans' List Read

Patricia McGowan and Katherine Noyes have been made Winthrop scholars according to the announcement made by President Park in honor of chapel yesterday morning.

Admitance to Winthrop Scholars, which is made only after three years' work, is the highest academic honor given in the college according to President Park. The Winthrop Scholars were established on this campus in 1928, and hence are older than our chapter of Phi Beta Kappa which was established in 1933. The basis of membership has never changed, and Winthrop Scholars, however, is the attainment of Phi Beta Kappa at the end of the junior year, she said.

President Park also read the list that placed on the second semester of last year, and announced that 22 Winthrop seniors were or better for the first six weeks of this year.

Heredity students in the class of '48 include:


Deans' List Include: Elizabeth L. An

See "Honors Chapel"—Page 7

World Federalists Chapter Organizers

By Christine Holt

"World Federalists" is a relatively new name in campus or college circles, but it is no insignificant meaning of which is rapidly being incorporated into the everyday thoughts of students on campus. Through the capable leadership of its national president, the organization is working on an essential project, which is to introduce the objectives and concluding of this world wide organization to the student body.

"Yes—but," is the reply of many a college student, when asked on the subject of a world federation, its members. To answer all the questions which frequently follow these words of doubt, the group is planning membership drives, student forums, and many other activities to familiarize the student with details of a world government.

"What can I do about this world situation today?" is the question which every college student is planning to answer by forming several committees in which she was an active volunteer.

In the New York area, she is now heard presenting and analyzing the news nightly over stations WVAU (1280 kc.) Monday through Friday at 6:15 p.m.

See "Federalists"—Page 5

Dr. Potter Leads Sunday's Vespers

The speaker at the 7 p.m. vesper service Sunday will be and well Harrison Potter, president emeritus of Hartford theological seminary and president of Union college. Dr. Potter did his theolog- ical work in Yale divinity school, Union theological sem- inary and Chicago theological seminary.

He began his active ministry as pastor of the Dutch Reformed church in Fishing, L. L. From 1900 to 1902, he was pastor of the First Church of Christ (Center Congregational) in Hartford. In 1902 he became the president of Dartmouth theological seminary, a post which he held until his retirement in 1934. For about six years he served as interminister of the First Church of Christ in New London. He has served as a director of the Connecticut Bible society, and as director of the American Foundation for the Blind. From 1923 to 1925 he was moderator of the National Council of Congregational Churches, and from 1925 to 1940 was a member of the Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.

He is the author of The Common Faith of Common Man, a history of the First Church of Hartford, issued on the occasion of the church's seventeenth-anniversity celebration.

LISA SERGIO

Sergio to Speak on Struggle For Peace in Divided World

The Struggle for Peace in a Divided World will be the subject of Lisa Sergio distinguished news commentator, lecturer, and journalist, who will speak here Fri- day, November 21, at 4:20 p.m. in Bill 106, under the sponsorship of USNA.

Blessed with a speaking voice which was once called "The Gold on Voice of Rome," Lisa Sergio's dynamic utterances over the radio in this country have placed her among the foremost of the nation's commentators.

Radio Series

In 1944 she was the only woman among Variety's choice of the ninety news analysts considered qualified to interpret the world scene to the American people. In the spring of 1946, her ABC nitre series, One Woman's Opinion, won an award from the Women's National Radio Com- mittee.

Daughter of an Italian noble and an American mother, Miss Sergio, was brought up in the brilliant cosmopolitan society of Florence and Rome. Italian and English were her birthright languages and through traveling in Europe and private tutoring, she added French, Spanish, and German.

Many Activities

She rebelled early against the conventional debutante's exist- ence, and at seventeen was associate editor of the Italian Mail, a literary weekly in which D. H. Lawrence, Walter Savage Landor, and others contributed with her charge.

Her next venture was in the field of archeology, where she served as general secretary to the Association of Mediterranean Studies, had several tombs exca- vated at Catia named after her, and wrote an English guide to Pompeii that is still a standard handbook and was used by the American GI's in Italy. In 1933 Miss Sergio accepted the post of first woman radio commentator in Europe, giving the shortwave broadcasts from Rome. However, the true nature of Mussolini's regime soon became apparent to her, and she disregarded personal danger to tamper with the scripts given her. Dismissal followed, and then imminent peril. She escaped America in 1937, only a few days before her arrest was ordered.

Fights Fascism

In this country she found a public ready to listen to her first hand accounts of the news, and where journalism, broadcast, and from the lecture platform, she has steadfastly waged the battle against Fascism.

Miss Sergio began her 1947-48 season by fly to Paris at the invitation of the International Federation of Business and Profes- sional Women to address their first post-war Congress. She re- turned to the New York office of the International Federation of Business and Professional Women by the distinguished red ribbon which signifies that she has been a Chevalier of the Legion of Honor of France.

Free French

This was awarded for her unwavering adherence to the cause of the Free French, and for her support of De Gaulle at the time of the surrender of France. She was instrumental in raising funds for the Free French from several committees in which she was an active volunteer.

In the New York area, she is now heard presenting and analyzing the news nightly over stations WVAU (1280 kc.) Monday through Friday at 6:15 p.m.

See "Federalists"—Page 5

The Deluge: Abraham and Isaac Are Plays To Be Shown Friday

Two plays, the Brome Abraham and Isaac and The Deluge, will be presented by the Play Production class under the direction of Miss Margaret Hawthorne, on Friday, November 21, at 8 p.m. in Bill 106.

Under the supervision of Mar- garet O. Conard and Estelle Parson, the dra- mas are being produced with the cooperation of the choir, num- bers from the speech class, and the Wig and Candle Club.

Abraham and Isaac and The Deluge are two plays which reached their popular populat- oin in the middle of the fifteenth century. They show the development of the drama from the church liturgy, and were usually presented on feast days by the members of the choir. The Deluge, for example, was given by the water carriers. The Deluge may be produced anywhere in the United States. The Deluge: Abraham, Isaac and other plays, which reached their popular popula- tion in the middle of the fifteenth century. They show the development of the drama from the church liturgy, and were usually presented on feast days by the members of the choir. The Deluge, for example, was given by the water carriers. The Deluge may be/produced anywhere in the United States.

In Abraham and Isaac, God is portrayed by Helen May, Abraham, and Isaac by Lois Braun, Robert D. Sacks will play the angel, and Janet Regotz, the doctor. The Deluge drama: Dr. Hudson Mayer as God, Ann Bahan as Noah, Gretchen Schu- ter as Mrs. Noah, Carolyn Fox as Sin, Alice Earl as Ham, and Margaret Henry as the Doctor.

Mrs. Sen will be portrayed by Betty Hunter, and Mrs. Japp by Ann Newton.

Green Davenport, Marlow Walk- swell, and Dorothy Ponder will portray Water Leaders.

This production is the second of two productions that the play production class this semester. It was given in the first semester. In the next semester, one other production is planned, and will be presented with scenery and costumes, and the other without.

The cast need not be limited to members of the drama classes. Anyone may try out, and if chosen, will receive Wig and Cape points for it.

In the contest of the three girls who are in charge of the performances do not take center stage. They take over the duties of their manager; they head the properties committee, the lights committee, and all other backstage activities. The competition is intense, but it is based more on intelligent cooperation than on personal rivalry.

See "Play Production"—Page 8
Supporting NSA

The National Student Association came to life in early September at Wisconsin. Now it has been formed at Connecticut College. Will it be just another student group of twenty-five or thirty interested people doing a disproportionate amount of work for an organization that has a life of one or two girls, a group with ambitions that attract only a few pupils? No. The NSA will not degenerate into such a foundering organization.

But in order to realize why this is impossible, we must consider the organization. This organization is different from any we ever had at Connecticut. The broadness of the NSA program encompasses all things that though well qualified to house student organizations that house students. Because of this broadness of the NSA program, it will accomplish so much that in the end. The projects that have been brought up by many organizational problems in setting up the organization will become a problem of more negroes, especially in the south, has been small. Because of discrimination in the south, these graduates of negro four-year institutions have often been frustrated by the University of Texas law school and were refused, even though many others were accepted. Because of this, many negroes, especially in the south, have often been frustrated by the University of Texas law school and were refused, even though many others were accepted. They have therefore become interested in establishing professional schools in this region.

Another Possibility

In the recent instance of the University of Texas law school and was refused, even though many negroes were accepted, they have therefore become interested in establishing professional schools in this region.

Obvious Solution

While there is no question that a minority of graduates of negro four-year institutions is small, because of discrimination in the south, these students desiring higher education have sought admission, with some success. But, this is not enough for us. We must have adequate facilities for these students.

Obvious Solution

While there is no question that a minority of graduates of negro four-year institutions is small, because of discrimination in the south, these students desiring higher education have sought admission, with some success. But, this is not enough for us. We must have adequate facilities for these students.

Apathy may apply to Yale: but in our opinion the same cannot be said of the NSA. The NSA has the potential for significance. The NSA as we know it, has potentials for much good to be done. A part of the problem of negroes in the south is in the ability of the NSA to help them.
Arabian the Town
by Iris Herbst
With great interest we noticed that The Tempest is being pro-
duced at the Princeton High School by John Dronfield with Euro-
pean cast. But what is startling is that Hamlet was produced
with an African translation.

On the Rialto
Authorities say that the sets for the new New York production of Shake-
peare’s Richard III areNBtheatrical. "The English are unusual. Built on a series of eight huge stages, the set provides fine background for the play. The production is sched-
uled at the Rialto beginning next week."

Flimsoon reports
Nickelodey is the latest Dickens book to appear in movie form. The picture, which took 11 weeks, was shot in England, does not sound too grand be-
cause of melodrama’s emphasis on Dicken’s warmth and vir-
tality.

Henry V
RCA is putting out a new al-
bum of Henry V with Lawrence Olivier doing the voice work. This is not the complete play, though, since only certain soliloquies and

Pinza Featured In Met Presentation Of Don Giovanni
by Elizabeth Stuart and Mark Wolf
A pre-season performance of Mozart’s Don Giovanni was given at the School of Music. A popular article was held to raise funds for the purchase of a new organ. Mrs. Elmer V. Strobel was chairman of the committee.

Prix Qui; Blank ow
A copy of VOCUE containing the first issue of VOGUE is on file in the Personnel Bureau. Any
an article may borrow the magazine.

National Student Association at CC Begins Activities
by Naomi Gartner
Because NSA is such a new or-
ganization on campus, many are wondering what its structure will be. An attempt at making the organ-
ization more effective is being made.

Pinza featured on the stage, we were

Anderson’s Sermon Suggests Attaining Contour
by Carl Green
Using an illustration concern-
ing an experience of Anne Mor-
row Lindbergh while in the Ori-
ent, Reverend Howard Stone An-
swered the question of what it means to be a Christian in the midst of adversity. Dr. An-
slow is an extremely good speaker and

Madame Butterfly Production Milestone in CC Music Life
by Iris Herbst
Not to be outdone by the Met-
ropolitan, Connecticut college also
held its “opening night” at the public presentation of Madame Puccini’s Madame Butterfly Thursday night in Palmer auditorium.

A unique milestone in Connect-
it’s musical life, the opera was Wagner production of the fa-
ces opera performed succeeded pro-
antly the most obvious and complex of theatrical ventures ever fully to be brought to the college stage.

Activity Performance
Although necessarily reduced in size, the opera was presented with

If You Sing, Try Out for Operetta
by Bunny Bowen
If you’ve always wanted to sing in an operetra, never yet have had the chance, here it is. The operetta, forget, by Shirley Nicholson and Lee Pope, is going to be presented on May 14.

Berman orchestra, Colonial Theme Make Hop Big Success
by E. Kornstein
Judging from the remarks of the students, the Colonial theme for the Hope Hop was a success. The Colonial theme of this year’s Hop was decided by faculty members, including President Arthur B. V. Barenblat, chairman, hoping to win hon-
ers for the Colonials. But the students gave them reason to be happy. In the course of the evening, outside them-
selves to make the ball dance a success, the Colonials proved their ability to entertain.

Effective Decoration
The atmosphere was superb. A colonial theme was used in the decoration of the auditorium, and it was noticeable. There was a strong best testful appearance. The dec-
oration, led by Nan Woodcock, seemed to have

Miss Park Receives
A number of genital hats and

Baccarat at the Opera—Jon Crain and Edward Nyborg
Dramatic appeal, Butterfly, as the opera is called, had a
nervous time before it hit the stage. It was decided to give the opera a try in the spring before deciding whether to continue.

College Yields to Annual Fall Fever
by Selby Inman
It’s football season— the season of big games, bright pennants, falling leaves, classroom parties, and
padded shoulders. The fall fever is in the air, and it seems more than the proverbial spring fever.

It has spread at an alarming rate, and the symptoms are evident in the attitude of the students. In other words, they are better known by their Latin name "Vescenuilio Football." These symptoms include extreme Monday morning, rain-stained gar-
ments, and an infirmity as far as the Yale Bowl at Yale-Harvard game.

Nevertheless, there are many students who believe that the years have not been kind to them. They feel that they have contrived the fall fully for good, and here are some of them.

Gaynor passed really entered the spirit of the Delaware-Getzburg game. Her hair dyed red, and her B.O.M.O.C., put her to work imme-
diately wailing megaphones. Then they settled themselves quietly in the middle of a special cheering section.

Gaynor had no doubt that the demands are more than adequate at the Princeton-Harvard game. What she did do go to help was her heavy golden for Newbass, and the glee club, her family clan.

Father, mother, sister, and little brother, who Gaynor reports stayed starved at her call having the charming curiosity of youth, was not the only thing that made her stay. She wishes the football seas-

"If you sing, try out for operetta."

See "Flight"— Page 7
Lifting of Racial Barriers Is Slow But Steady Process

By Rhoda Melzer

There has been so much talk of civil rights in recent weeks that many people are actually becoming more interested in the issues of equality and justice. The difficulty with many is that as they become more interested in the ideas, they become less interested in the practice, and we find ourselves right back where we started.

All the recent promising work, however, has not been simply on the theoretical level. In New York City, Dr. Harry Wright, the president of City College, has formed a five-man board to investigate the alleged segregation of negro residents in one of the college's dormitories while in New Orleans, federal judge Wayne G. Barrow ruled that negro school teachers must be paid the same salaries as white teachers who have equal qualifications. Also in the field of education, was the induction of Dr. Charles A. Johnson to the presidency of Fisk University, the first negro to hold the presidency since the university was established in 1866. Dr. Johnson, in his inaugural speech, stated that Fisk is mainly interested in "the education of negro youth because they are a part of the nation and deserve as much as any oxther element of the population."

Another development towards negroes which those who attempt to be helpful often fail to understand and from the failure to comprehend the attitude of negroes another form of segregation which is as harmful to the idea of social equality as is segregation on a bus or in a classroom. In the past few weeks, there have also been several indications that racial barriers are being broken down, especially in government fields. This is particularly encouraging, since it is a policy which the public might be more inclined to follow, as it has been established by the government.

In Philadelphia, for example, Herbert Miller was named to the Philadelphia Municipal court, which is the highest judiciary in the state of Pennsylvania. Another development in that direction was the commissioning of Charles White to the office of ensign in the U.S. Navy. Colonel of Yale and Yale Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps, is the second negro ever to receive this commission.

Such developments, in the light of the whole problem, are insufficient to those who would say: "These little things really don't make much difference. After all, there are 12,000 native negroes in this country and what happens to one or two of them don't matter."

We must remember, however, that progress is made in very peculiar ways, and one can never tell when a seemingly insignificant action, good or bad, may affect any one of us.

Bus Travel Made More Refreshing by Stop for Coke

A new idea in travel is being introduced. Students of the class of 1947, The Coca-Cola Company, have established by the government fields.

Personal

To all the beauties at Connecticut college: Please come home. All is forgiven. (signed) Wistful Westonia Men.

SHWIFF ALBUM

Recorded by R.C.A.

Including

Button Up

Tumbling' Wind

Ring Dong Daddy

Cold Water, Sweet Sue

What Is This Thing Called Love?

and others

Price of the album will be $4.50 or less, depending on the number of sales.

Order Right After Thanksgiving

DANNY DOYLE'S RESTAURANT

New London's newest and finest dining room.

Serving

Steaks • Chops • Chicken

Lobster and Sea Food

91-101 N. BANK STREET

TELEPHONE 2-4450

That's Mighty Low!

That's Mighty Low! and so's the Greyhound fare

HOME

Your pocketbook won't be on the losing side . . . if you let Greyhound's low-level fares throw a block against heavy travel expenses! Whether you're heading for home, the big game, or a weekend visit, you'll go farther for less by Greyhound! While you're at it, you can sleep, study, or relax in one of Greyhound's extra-cushioned chairs. To take it easy on your budget . . . make it easy on yourself . . . take an easy-riding Greyhound!

BUS TRAVEL MADE MORE REFRESHING BY STOP FOR COKE

Greenwich, New London, Connecticut

China Glass Silver

Lamps

Unusual Gifts

Cheslea Clocks and

L. LEWIS

& COMPANY

Established 1850

State and Green Streets

New London, Connecticut
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Hamlin Is Highest Scorer in Archery Class Tournament

This week marks the end of the annual archery tournament, which has been an annual event for the past two weeks. Those competing were members of three archery sections, and scores were judged in three groups, beginning, intermediate, and advanced.

Jackie Hamlin '50, who is a beginner, made the highest score of all the classes, shooting 226 for the Columbus round. A Columbus round consists of four ends of six arrows each from thirty, forty, and forty-five yards, and four ends from thirty.

Two of these rounds were completed by all classes, and the best score for each person was taken. Joyce Bailey, intermediate, took second place in the whole group, with a score of 230. The other scores follow:

Beginners:

1. Marilyn Watson 210

2. Glowy Lovejoy 205

3. Sydney McElhaney 202

4. Gerry Foote 194

5. Jackie Hamlin 230

6. E. D. Wilson 213

Intermediate:

1. Joyce Bailey 230

2. Hyla Alderman 197

3. Judy Doyle 196

4. Nancy Borden 198

5. Steve MacCain 203

6. Ann Wilson 217

7. Clare Willard 253

Advanced:

1. Martin Buman, archery manager, was the winner in the advanced group, making 266 for the Columbus round. There were three rounds for the tournament were Miss Ruth Thoms and Ruth Wood.

Sop Hop

(Continued from Page Three)

The number of tickets sold to the Hop was limited to two hundred which made the dancing extremely enjoyable. At no time was the floor too crowded to dance easily. The committee chairman already named, and Martin Buman, archery manager, were members of three dormitories.

Forum Contest

(Continued from Page One)

northern, Ruth Reekleau, Susan Street, Doris Towlesley, and Carolyn Wilson. The sophomores who were suggested are Joyce Davidson, Joan Mopes, Virginia Meieran, Maria Muses, and Mrs. Shrider, and Mr. Beetse. Representing the sophomores in the class in the coming finals will be Haffy Goodrich, vice-president of the class, and Ann MacWilliam, class social chairman. The number of tickets sold to the Hop was limited to two hundred which made dancing extremely enjoyable. At no time was the floor too crowded to dance easily. The committee chairman already named, and Martin Buman, archery manager, were members of three dormitories.
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Profiles

BETTY LESLIE

By Marjory Rycyk

Betty Leslie and NSA have become almost synonymous on campus. Betty has helped the NSA and NSA has helped her. Since Betty came back from Wisconsin with enthusiastic reports about the work of the organization.

When a girl becomes as well known on campus as Betty has, there is a tendency to think of her as being rather different, but as Betty hates to assure you, her interests are just like every one else's.

Room Decoration

The first thing one notices on entering Betty's room is a huge poinsettia tree in one window, and less spectacular, but equally unusual are her sprouting carrot tops in the other window. Betty rather apologetically pointed out the Gauguins on her wall. It seems that her roommates have decided aversions to Gauguin and would do anything if she would only remove them.

Betty's major campus interests have been Quarterly and NSA. An English major, she is an excellent writer. Interested especially in modern poetry. Since she was elected regional head of NSA she has made it her position as editor of Quarterly and devote her time to her new responsibilities.

Betty first became interested in NSA when she went to conference at the University of Wisconsin this summer. There, she met and came to know people from all over the U. S. and became so impressed with the idea of international consciousness and the possibilities of such an organization that she came back to college to start the movement rolling here.

Hobbies

Betty likes sailing and symphonies and the writing of Khalil Gibran. The Prophet, and Garden of the Prophet are among her favorite works.

For diversions there are weekend in Middletown and two cast-aside sweaters which she has been working on at the same time. Betty makes it a habit never to study weekends but she has come through with almost a straight A average. One of her greatest failings, she admits, is making time for her interests.

Such is a birdseye view of the life of one of our campus celebrities.

Spencer Studio

Portraits—Photo Finishing

325 STATE STREET

Carroll Cut Rate

PERFUMERS

120 State Street

The Best in Perfumes and Cosmetics

Mallowe's

Record Department

74 State Street

We Carry the Very Latest Classical and Popular

VICTORY - COLUMBIA - DECCA

CAPITOL - SONORA - Okeh

Records

Always Trade at

STARR'S

AS CONN. COLLEGE STUDENTS HAVE DONE BEFORE YOU

Drugs

Prescriptions

Films

Toilet Goods

Magazines

Cigarettes

For

FILMS PROCESSED BY MASTER PHOTO FINISHERS

IT'S HERE WHERE YOU HAVE A CHARGE ACCOUNT

AND YOUR CHECKS ARE CAREFULLY

STARR BROS., INC.

Rexall Drug Store

PHONE 2191

1 DELIVERIES TO DORMS DAILY

Federalists

(Continued From Page One)

world in with the world itself, the group is urging every student to consider a world federal union with a central government authorized and empowered to settle all problems of vital international concern. Thus, here on the Connecticut college scene, is being formulated an organization which deals with the current international happenings in a practical way through student participation.

With the active, enthusiastic support of the students, this organization can and will become an effective force for world government.

WRIGHT & DITSON TENNIS BALLS

U. S. KEDS Tennis or Gym Shoes

With Cushion Arch

THE G. M. WILLIAMS CO.

The Old-Fashioned Up-to-Date Hardware Store

C. Reid Hodgins, Jr. — General Manager

Corner State and North Bank Streets — Phone 5851

by Elizabeth Woodard

America's foremost authority on young people's problems

One little... two little... six little Indians. Alike as a row of bobbi pins. Third from the left... that's you. Following the fact... letting somebody else beat the tomatoes for you.

Yes, it's painful to look like everybody else. "Make mine the same" is no secrecy on your mental machinery. It's safe, too. No sticking your neck out and being scalped with "Isn't she odd?"

But didn't you ever look at yourself in the mirror? You aren't exactly like those other five Indians. You aren't even the image of anybody in your own tribe. Oh, you may have inherited a family nose. But you're still not the duplicate of Mother, sister or dear Aunt Matilda. You've got! Something special... personally... posture... complexion... faults... features. Nobody else's warpaint will quite do for you.

Maybe you can't really see yourself when you do look in the mirror. You can only see yourself as others see you. Those five other Indians admire you in blue. Yet you're convinced blue's not the only color for you. They like your tropical suit. It happens to make your face look bump. But they didn't notice that either. So you're happy wearing your tweeds. You'll never have known how silly you looked in that hat... if they hadn't told you. "But do you think?" "How does it look?" "Do you like it on me?" You sob for "taste tests". Their compliments decide it.

Why not play YOU yourself? Use your own taste... not theirs. They're not bothered by your problems. They don't really care how you look.

Why shouldn't I be your weapon? If your final effect wos the gang's applause... that's just the feather that tops the fact that you did it with your own little make-up!
Freshmen to Study Classics in New N.Y.U. Program

New York, N. Y.-(I.P.J.-Six English classes in New York University's Washington Square College of Arts and Science will take a new approach to freshman literature this year, according to Dr. Oscar Cargill, professor of English and acting chairman of the freshman English staff.

The new approach, still experimental, will be called "The Great Books Program." The program calls for study of eight complete classics instead of the usual anthology readings.

Instead of reading many unrelated examples of English writing, the student will study thoroughly at least eight great classics, Professor Cargill explained.

"If one has read a good book from cover to cover," he stated, "he has a cultural bond with an intellectual person."

The six classes will be limited to twenty-six student each and will represent a cross section of the freshman class. Formerly the students were required to write fourteen themes on their readings, but under the new system only three longer themes will be written requiring additional research and study.

"If a student has to labor over a job, he will get more out of it, and un in a better theme," Dr. Cargill explained. "He will report on the social or political implications of the books he studies, and will derive an idea of the specific period as well as the author's philosophy."

The books chosen by the committee for individual study include: The Odyssey, Homer; The Trojan Women, Euripides; The Republic, Plato; Essays, Montaigne; The Tempest, Shakespeare; Paradise Lost, Milton; Letters and Papers, Jefferson; and The Longest Journey, E. N. For- stor.
**Booths**

Feels the real contagion fun in the songs and parties. Nan Beatrice and Ginny Lovejoy wish to be quoted: "You don't know what a football fever means until you have been addled over it everywhere."

**Depot Insurance Corp.**

- **GIRLS' CHECKS BED**
  - **AVAILAIILE** - **TEL 331**

Polly Green feels football energy. She thinks the real contagion feels the real contagion fun, the sense of fellowship and joy wish to be quoted.

"You don't know what a football game is until you have been addled over it everywhere."

- **Ladies Summer and Donald Johnstone as SunfiK and Sharples**
  - **in their supporting roles. Their voices, their acting, restrained and improved.**

**Operettas Dramas Brighten Life at Nearby Colleges**

Who is Dick Dendy? The students at Smith will tell you that he is their president, but don't be alarmed. His boisterous and Daniel songs merely portraying that character in the Smith Faculty club's presentation of H.M.B. Pict. beloved anecdotes. Members of the faculty the staff, and their families are taking part in the elaborate production.

Not to be outdone by their students, the alumni at Smith are planning a large and elaborate Devotion of classic comedy Tartruffe. The value plays that have been coming out with the recent date attempts to follow the football fever to say what a football game is. "You don't know what the game."

- **Segregation**
  - **Segregation (Continued from Page Three)**

- **Opera**
  - **Opera (Continued from Page Three)**

Establishment of a committee of governors to push the program and investigate the possibility of utilizing Meharry Medical college at Memphis for training negro doctors. This plan would provide education in the South at low costs.

---

**COURTESY DRUG STORE**

"IN THE HEART OF NEW LONDON"

119 STATE STREET

**Featuring a Most Complete Assortment of Drug and Cosmetic Merchandise**

**HERE YOU WILL FIND:**

- Relton - Elizabeth Arden - Coty - Letheric Old Spice - Pure Food
- Garvin's - Lesnicki's - Richard Hudnut
- Milkmaid - LaCroix - Yardley
- And Many More Famous Lines

**Perfumes for Milady**
- Ciro's - Hartnell - Lanvin - Adrian
- D'Orsay's - Chanel - Corday - Serafrelli
- Also Tobacco - Cigarettes - Leather Goods

**DAILY DELIVERIES**

- **Girls' Checks Cashed**
- **Charge Accounts Available**
- **TEL. 957**

"It Won't Be Long Till Christmas"
Caught on Campus

by Gaby Nosworthy and Mary Bundy

Two Seniors Acquired Rings This Past Weekend

Sally Ward of Katherine Blum house got engaged to Bob Lutz, a senior at Wesleyan. Bob is a Beta and a history major, comes from Scarsdale, N. Y. and Sally is an Auburn major from Youngstown, Ohio. They have no definite plans except that they'll be married in June after both graduate.

The engagement of Helena Bryce, Windham, was a surprise, coming about last weekend at Mt. Herman prep school, where the gentleman in question, Paul Guarneri, teaches Spanish. His home is in Boston, and he received his bachelor's and master's degree at Middlebury college. He did graduate work at Boston university and in Mexico City. The wedding will take place June 20, probably in Helena's home town, Woodmere, Long Island.

Our Seniors are Shot

Last Wednesday, when the senior team was called to the field for the senior-sophomore speed-ball game, two valiant players, bundled to the ears and shivering violently, trotted onto the field.

The sophomores were paving the ground to play, all tidy in their yellow gym suits. After the two senior players had covered the campus rounding up teammates, there still was no goalie for old 84, as the sophomores financed their goalie. What with smoking, studying, and other wearing tiring habits, the seniors were not at their best, and the game rolled to a running finish in favor of the sophomores, 8-0.

Soph Annoncements Engagement

Case Heywood '50, expects to be married this June to Kenny Reid, of Dayton, Ohio. Casey, from Newport, R. I., announced her engagement early this month. She plans to stop school for a year and live in Bloomington, Indiana, where Kenny will attend Indiana university.

Operation Toothbrush

Apparently the Pembroke freshmen have as much of the same kind of energy as we have noticed with dismay in the matters of the same breed who inhabited Freeman. Upperclass Pembroke boys boast the freshmen to the jump, though. Instead of returning from a long, hard weekend to find their rooms denuded of furniture and pried to the ceiling with last month's Herald Tribunes, the Pembroke seniors supervised the cleaning of the Andrews Hall terrace by the rummackious freshmen.

A thorough job was done by all, and the drugstores haven't done such a good business in tooth brushes for a long time. Methinks injured Connecticut uppersclass should proceed along the same lines.

Dissension in the Rowbos

An insidious rumor, strictly third-hand, has it that there is a sign of a student uprising at our sister campus in Northampton. Some of the students have decided they do not like SCAN, the radio station, and the drugstores haven't done such a good business in tooth brushes for a long time. Methinks injured Connecticut uppersclass should proceed along the same lines.
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